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ABSTRACT
A new approach is provided to determine the dilaton–antisymmetric tensor coupling in
a supergravity theory by considering the static supersymmetric field configuration around
a super extended object, which is consistently formulated in a curved superspace. By
this, the corresponding SUSY transformation rules can also be determined for vanishing
fermionic fields as well as bosonic fields other than those in the determined coupling.
Therefore, we can, in turn, use this determined part of the supergravity theory to study all
the related vacuum-like solutions. We have determined the dilaton–antisymmetric tensor
couplings, in which each of the antisymmetric tensors is a singlet of the automorphism
group of the corresponding superalgebra, for every supergravity multiplet. This actually
happens only for N ≤ 2 supergravity theories, which agrees completely with the spin-
content analysis and the classified N ≤ 2 super p-branes, therefore giving more support
to the existence of the fundamental Type II p-branes. A prediction is made of the D =
9, N = 2 supergravity which has not yet been written down so far.
CERN-TH.6691/93
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1. Introduction
Recently, a lot of attention has been given to finding Reissner–Nordstro¨m-like and
super extended solutions from certain supergravity theories [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. In these
solutions, the dilaton–antisymmetric tensor couplings of the corresponding supergravity
theories play essential roles. Without this coupling, the dilaton field is as trivial as a scalar
field in ordinary general relativity for the aforementioned solutions. Therefore, determining
this coupling is essential at least for charged classical solutions. Supergravity multiplets
in diverse dimensions have all been classified some time ago (e.g. see [10]). Almost all the
corresponding actions or equations of motion have been given either by direct construc-
tions or by dimensional reductions and truncations from D = 11 or D = 10 Type IIB
supergravity (see e.g. [11]). Therefore, in principle, we should know all these couplings
in the corresponding supergravity theories, which are determined by space–time super-
symmetries. In this note, we provide a simple approach to determine this coupling from
considering the static supersymmetric field configuration produced by a super extended
object consistently coupled with background fields, which is exactly opposite to the current
direction, i.e. finding super extended solutions from a known supergravity theory. This
study is motivated by recent work [9]. The physical motivation here is: if a source is space–
time supersymmetric, what else could the fields around the source be but supersymmetric.
From this, we must have a correspondence between a super extended object and a certain
supergravity multiplet (possibly reducible), which was also discussed in [12] for some other
reasons. Although, unlike in string cases, we are not sure that a super p-brane (for p > 1)
has its background fields, i.e. the corresponding supergravity multiplet, as its zero modes,
classically everything is perfect for formulating the super p-brane in a curved superspace,
since this only requires that the superspace (p+ 2)-form H and the superspace torsion T
satisfy certain constraints [12,13]. These constraints, in general, contain but may not be
sufficient to give the field equations of the corresponding supergravity theories, except for
the D = 11 and D = 10, N = 1 cases [12,13]. It is also worth pointing out that as for
Green–Schwarz-like super p-brane, the space–time supersymmetry and the world-volume
supersymmetry are linked by the so-called κ-symmetry, a local fermionic gauge symmetry.
Given a super extended object consistently formulated in a curved superspace, the field
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configuration produced by the object is described by a supersymmetric theory, therefore
the dilaton–antisymmetric tensor coupling must be determined from this field configura-
tion. Once this coupling is determined, we can use the corresponding action to find the
Reissner–Nordstro¨m-like solution. We then find the supersymmetric solution by taking the
mass = charge limit since we know that we begin with a supersymmetric theory. Using this
supersymmetric solution, we can determine the supersymmetric transformation rules for
vanishing gravitino and dilatino. By this approach, we can determine a supergravity the-
ory up to the stage that is good for those vacuum-like solutions related to the determined
couplings. It also provides a primary step for determining a complete supergravity theory.
Up to present time, only Type I super p-brane actions for p > 1 [12,13] and superstring
actions of both Type I and II are given, although there might exist Type II super p-branes
for p > 1 [14]. All these known super p-brane actions have manifest both space–time and
world-volume supersymmetries, which is crucial to the approach discussed in this paper.
In what follows, we use just these supersymmetric actions as examples, to demonstrate
that the above is correct. Moreover, our results apply also to those fundamental Type II
p-branes and to some other supersymmetric extended solitons classified in [14]. Various
implications of this are discussed in detail.
2. Scaling arguments
From our experience, we know that the fields involved in a Reissner–Nordstro¨m-like
or the charge = mass limit extended solution from a supergravity theory are the graviton,
the dilaton and an antisymmetric tensor. The most general action for these fields written
in canonical variables with standard normalization factors are
ID =
1
2κ2
∫
dDx
√−g
[
R − 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2(d+ 1)!
f(φ)F 2d+1
]
, (2.1)
where D is the space–time dimension, κ the D-dimensional gravitational constant, f(φ)
the undetermined coupling, and Fd+1 the field strength of a d-form potential Bd, which is
given by
Fd+1 = dBd. (2.2)
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We now consider (2.1) as describing the field configuration produced by a bosonic
(d− 1)-brane source sitting in the same space–time whose world-volume action is
Sd = −Td
∫
ddξ
[
1
2
√−γγij∂iXM∂jXNGMN − d− 2
2
√−γ
+
1
d!
ǫi1···id∂i1X
M1 · · ·∂idXMdBM1···Md
]
,
(2.3)
where M = 0, · · · , D − 1, Td the (d − 1)-brane tension, GMN the (d − 1)-brane σ-model
metric and γij the induced world-volume metric, which is given by
γij = ∂iX
M∂jX
NGMN . (2.4)
Actually, (2.3) is the bosonic sector of the corresponding super p-brane action, and we
postpone the discussion of supersymmetry to the next section. For present purposes, the
action (2.3) is enough. We consider the following general scalings of fields GMN and
BM1···Md in (2.3),
GMN → λ2GMN
BM1···Md → βBM1···Md .
(2.5)
Under these scalings, Sd → λdSd provided we take β = λd. Hence, Sd scales homoge-
neously. If (2.1) does describe the field configuration, we expect that ID → λdID, i.e.
scales the same way as Sd under the same scalings. From this requirement and the metric
relation GMN = Ω(φ)gMN as discussed in [15], we have
f(φ+ c) = λ−
2dd˜
D−2 f(φ),
Ω(φ+ c) = λ
2d˜
D−2Ω(φ),
(2.6)
where the constant shift c of the dilaton field corresponds to the rescaling λ of the metric
and c = 0 to λ = 1, and where d˜ = D− 2− d. If there is no dilaton field, i.e. setting φ = 0
in the above theory, we should have f(φ = 0) = 1, which gives the standard field strength
kinetic term, and Ω(φ = 0) = 1 since now the canonical metric gMN is identical to the
σ-model metric GMN . Noticing these facts, it is not difficult to solve the above equations
as λ = 1 + ǫ, where ǫ, and therefore c, is infinitesimal. The results are
f(φ) = e−α(d)φ,
Ω(φ) = e
α(d)
d
φ,
(2.7)
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where α(d) is given by
α(d) =
2dd˜
D − 2
ǫ
c
. (2.8)
For future reference, we explicitly list the scalings of the canonical metric gMN , the dilaton
and the antisymmetric potential BM1M2···Md as
gMN → λ 2dD−2 gMN ,
BM1M2···Md → λdBM1M2···Md ,
eφ → λ 2dd˜α(d)(D−2) eφ.
(2.9)
By simple scaling arguments, we have determined the relation between canonical metric
and σ-model metric, and the action (2.1) as follows
GMN = e
α(d)
d
φgMN , (2.10)
ID =
1
2κ2
∫
dDx
√−g
[
R − 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2(d+ 1)!
e−α(d)φF 2d+1
]
. (2.11)
3. World-volume approach to super p-brane field configurations
In this section, we will use the world-volume approach to discuss a static super p-brane
field configuration. Given a super p-brane world-volume action formulated consistently in
a curved superspace, a static super p-brane configuration, which is the most special one,
must satisfy the world-volume equations of motion, the supersymmetry transformations,
and the superspace constraints on the background fields. The constraints are actually
and should be (for the reasons given in section 1) those of certain supergravity theories
as formulated in superspace language. In general, they are not sufficient to give all the
equations of motion of the corresponding supergravity, except for a very few cases. Even
for these cases, extracting the equations of motion from the corresponding superspace
constraints is a very complicated process. In what follows, we will demonstrate that a
static super p-brane field configuration does satisfy the world-volume equations of motion
and supersymmetry transformation rules. We are not going to attack the superspace
constraints; instead, by a simpler approach, we require that the proposed part (2.11) of
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the bosonic sector of the corresponding supergravity action describe the same super p-
brane field configuration. By doing this, we determine completely not only the unknown
parameter α(d) in (2.8), thus the action (2.11), but also the static field configuration. We
will consider, as examples, the only known covariant super p-brane actions with manifest
(N = 1 for p > 1 and N = 1, 2 for p = 1) space–time supersymmetries. Certainly, our
approach is not limited to these actions, its applicability will be given in section 5. The
Green–Schwarz-like super (d− 1)-brane action [12,13] is
Sd = −Td
∫
ddξ
(
1
2
√−γγijEi AEj BηAB − d− 2
2
√−γ
+
1
d
ǫi1i2···idEi1
Aˆ1Ei2
Aˆ2 · · ·Eid AˆdBAˆd···Aˆ1
)
,
(3.1)
where ξi (i = 0, 1, · · · , d − 1) are coordinates for the d-dimensional world-volume with
metric γij , swept out by the (closed) (d − 1)-brane in the course of its evolution. The
Ei
Aˆ(Aˆ = A, α) are defined by
Ei
Aˆ = ∂iz
MˆEMˆ
Aˆ, (3.2)
where ∂i ≡ ∂/∂ξi, zMˆ = (XM , θ) are the coordinates of D-dimensional superspace (M =
0, 1, · · · , D − 1) and EMˆ Aˆ is the supervielbein. Our metric convention for both d and D
dimensions is “mostly plus”, i.e. (−,+,+, · · · ,+). Since action (3.1) is a scalar of the super
target space, it is invariant under space–time supersymmetry transformation. Besides, it
has a very important local fermionic gauge symmetry, the so-called κ-symmetry, which is,
in terms of δzAˆ ≡ δzMˆEMˆ Aˆ,
δzA = 0, δzα = (1 + Γ)α βκ
β(ξ),
Γα β ≡ (−1)
(d−2)(d+1)/4
d!
ǫi1i2···id√−γ Ei1
A1 · · ·Eid Ad(ΓA1···Ad)α β ,
(3.3)
where the parameter κβ is a world-volume scalar but space–time spinor, and ΓA1···Ak is
the antisymmetrized product of k (space–time) Γ-matrices ΓA. This symmetry, along with
the space–time supersymmetry, guarantees the world-volume supersymmetry. Demanding
this symmetry gives some constraints on the super background fields, which are actually
the superspace constraints of the corresponding supergravity multiplet [13]. For D = 11
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or D = 10, N = 1, these constraints are equivalent to the equations of motion of the
corresponding supergravity [12,13,16]. The superspace d-form potential Bd is defined as
Bd =
1
d!
EAˆ1 · · ·EAˆdBAˆd···Aˆ1 , (3.4)
and its field strength is given by Fd+1 = dBd. The constraint on Fd+1 requires that it
satisfy the superspace Bianchi identity
dFd+1 = 0. (3.5)
A classification of these super p-branes with the allowed (p,D) values was given in [12]
for D − 1 > p ≥ 1. Besides, the number N of space–time supersymmetries is restricted
to 1 for p > 1, while N = 1, 2 are both possible for p = 1. These super p-branes consist
of the four sequences labelled by R,C,H,O (the four composition-division algebras, for
reasons explained in [12]). By inspection one can verify that for each super p-brane there
is a supergravity multiplet (possibly reducible) containing a (p + 1)-form gauge field B
with a (p+2)-form field strength F = dB, i.e. the one in (2.11) for d = p+1. However, in
what follows, we are interested in only O and H sequences. The (p+ 2)-form gauge field
in sequences R and C is either the dilaton itself, or some auxiliary field, or some scalar
field in the matter supermultiplet as discussed in [12]. This does not give the coupling
that is important for the purpose of this paper, although it may be useful for some other
intentions. Actually, it gives d˜ = D − 3 − p ≤ 0 and is out of the condition d˜ ≥ 1 in the
following analysis. For p > 1 the equation of motion for γij is
γij = Ei
AEj
BηAB . (3.6)
(For p = 1, γij is determined only up to an arbitrary scale factor.) Using this equation one
can show that the Γ in (3.3) satisfies Γ2 = 1, hence 12 (1 + Γ) is a projection operator. For
this reason, only half the components of κβ are effective in the gauge transformation (3.3)
which can be used to gauge away half of the components of θ. After this short review, we
are now ready to discuss a static super (d− 1)-brane field configuration. As usual, we set
the fermionic coordinate θ = 0, then the super target space is just usual space–time and
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the super (d− 1)-action (3.1) reduces to its bosonic sector (2.3). In order to have a super
(d − 1)-brane field configuration, we must first have a d-dimensional Poincare´ symmetry
for the space–time metric GMN and the antisymmetric potential BM1···Md . We do not
necessarily require a transverse SO(D− d) symmetry at the beginning for the metric and
the antisymmetric potential, but at the end they do have this symmetry. For simplicity,
we impose it from the beginning. As in [9], we make the most general ansatz satisfying
the above requirements, for the metric
dS2 = e2A(r)ηµνdx
µdxν + e2B(r)δmndy
mdyn, (3.7)
and for the potential
A01···d−1 = −eC(r), (3.8)
where µ = 0, 1, · · · , d− 1;m = d, d+ 1, · · · , D − 1; r = √δmnymyn and A(r), B(r) are as
yet undetermined SO(D − d) invariant functions. All the other components of GMN and
BM1...Md are set to vanish. We choose the static gauge
Xµ = ξµ. (3.9)
Since we want to find a super static (d− 1)-brane configuration, we must have the super-
symmetry transformations satisfied for θ = 0. This is effectively achieved by requiring the
existence of some non-vanishing Killing spinor ǫ such that
δθ = (1− Γ)ǫ = 0, (3.10)
where we have used the local fermionic gauge symmetry (3.3) to gauge away half of the
components of θ. By using the static gauge (3.9), (3.7) and (3.6), we have the Γ in (3.3),
Γ = (−1)(d−2)(d+1)/4Γ01···d−1, (3.11)
where Γ is actually a d-dimensional chiral operator as d is even. Equation (3.10) tells
that half of the supersymmetries must be broken for this static super (d − 1)-brane field
configuration, which is entirely consistent with what we learned on finding super extended
solutions from supergravity theories [1,2,3,4,5,14,17]. Therefore, we expect that the field
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configuration has a d-dimensional super Poincare´ symmetry. We now consider the world-
volume equations of motion for vanishing θ. They are actually the same as those derived
from the bosonic action (2.3), which are
∂i
(√−γγij∂jXNGMN)−1
2
√−γγij∂iXN∂jXP∂MGNP
− 1
d!
ǫi1···id∂i1X
N1 · · ·∂idXNdFMN1···Nd = 0,
(3.12)
and
γij = ∂iX
M∂jX
NGMN . (3.13)
Using the static gauge (3.9) and the ansatz for (3.7) and (3.8), the above equations reduce
to
∂m
(
edA − eC) = 0 (3.14)
and
γµν = e
2Aηµν . (3.15)
Equation (3.14) is the so-called “no-force” condition, and the term within the bracket is
actually the potential (see [2,3]). Hence eq. (3.14) implies that the potential is constant,
and the (d−1)-brane itself therefore does not feel any back-reaction. We can always choose
the zero point of the potential so that the constant vanishes. Thus, we have from (3.14),
C = dA. (3.16)
In the next section, we will determine the unknown parameter α(d), and the functions A
and B.
4. Determination of the couplings
In [9], we found the (d − 1)-brane field configuration by imposing Pd × SO(D − d)
symmetry on the background fields simply from the combined bosonic action (2.11) +
(2.3). The surprising thing is that the unknown parameter α(d) is determined in the
process of finding solutions for D > d+2, where D the space–time dimension. We are not
going to repeat the same derivation here. Instead, we just quote the solitonic (d−1)-brane
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solution for an arbitrary α(d) from [9], and demand that this solitonic configuration for
r 6= 0 satisfy the world-volume equations of motion, i.e. the “no-force” condition discussed
in the previous section, then find the same α(d). This is analogous to dealing with Dirac’s
monopole, which can be described either by a singular Dirac-string in a space with trivial
topology or by Wu–Yang construction in a space with non-trivial topology. For r 6= 0,
both descriptions give the same field configuration. Things here are a little different. We
do not need a source to find a magnetic or topological (d − 1)-brane solution from the
equations of motion of the dual action of (2.11). This dual action is
I˜D =
1
2κ2
∫
dDx
√−g
[
R − 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2(d˜+ 1)!
e−α(d˜)φF˜ 2
d˜+1
]
, (4.1)
where α(d˜) = −α(d) and
F˜d˜+1 = e
−α(d)φ ∗Fd+1, (4.2)
where * is the Hodge dual operator. We can find solitonic (d − 1)-brane solutions from
(4.1) for an arbitrary α(d). However, the Dirac-string-like, so-called elementary solutions
are obtained in [9] only for fixed α(d). The reason is that the sources are extended objects,
described by actions (2.3), some of which, i.e. those in O and H sequences, are actually
supersymmetric. This is one example to show that extended objects differ from point
particles. We expect that if we require that the solitonic configurations for an arbitrary
α(d) satisfy the world-volume equations of motion, i.e. the “no-force” condition discussed
in the previous section, we can also fix the α(d). This is indeed the case. We are about
to demonstrate it explicitly. As before, the most general ansatz for the metric with Pd ×
SO(D − d) symmetry is
ds2 = e2a(r)ηµνdx
µdxν + e2b(r)δmndy
mdyn, (4.3)
where notations have the same meanings as those in (3.7), except that ds2 is a canonical
metric. The relations between ds2, a and b and dS2, A and B are given, by using (2.10),
as
dS2 = e
α(d)
d
φds2,
A = a+
α(d)
2d
,
B = b+
α(d)
2d
.
(4.4)
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The solitonic (d− 1)-brane solution for an arbitrary α(d) from (4.1) is
F˜d˜+1 = Qǫd˜+1,
ds2 =
[
1 +
|Q|
d˜rd˜
] −d˜
D−2
ηµνdx
µdxν
+
[
1 +
|Q|
d˜rd˜
] d
D−2
(dr2 + r2dΩ2
d˜+1
),
e−
2
α(d)
φ = 1 +
|Q|
d˜rd˜
,
(4.5)
where we have set φ0 = 0 and ǫn is the volume element of the unit n-sphere. By using
(4.5) and the dual relation (4.2), we can read the (d+ 1)-form Fd+1 as
Fr01···d−1 = − 2
α
e(α−
2
α
+ 2dd˜
α(D−2) )φ∂rφ. (4.6)
By using the “no-force” condition (3.16), the relation (4.4) and the metric gMN in (4.5),
we can read the field strength (2.2) of potential Bd as,
Fro1···d−1 = −∂reC
= −
(
α
2
+
dd˜
α(D − 2)
)
e(
α
2 +
dd˜
α(D−2) )φ∂rφ.
(4.7)
Identifying eq. (4.6) with (4.7) for r 6= 0, we have
2
α(d)
=
α(d)
2
+
dd˜
α(d)(D − 2) . (4.8)
Solving this simple equation, we have
α2(d) = 4− 2dd˜
D − 2 , (4.9)
which was already obtained in [9] by finding (d − 1)-brane solutions from (2.11) + (2.3).
We expect that these α(d) for d ≥ 2 give the correct couplings in the corresponding N = 1
supergravity theories, whose (d,D) fall in either O or H sequences. By inspection, this is
indeed the case. These couplings actually cover all the dilaton–antisymmetric tensor ones
except for those containing 2-forms in N = 1 supergravity theories. We determine the α(d)
simply by demanding the solitonic solution with an arbitrary α(d) satisfying the world-
volume equations of motion, i.e. the “no-force” condition. Therefore, it is determined by
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space–time supersymmetry, since the static configuration in the previous section is super-
symmetric. One may ask why those α(1) for d = 1 in the same sequences do not describe
the right couplings, involving 2-forms in the corresponding supergravity theories. The sim-
ple answer is that we do not have equal on-shell matching of fermionic and bosonic degrees
of freedom for the superparticle, which implies no world-line supersymmetry, although we
can have both space–time supersymmetry and local κ-gauge symmetry. In order to obtain
the correct coupling, the crucial thing is that we must have equal on-shell fermionic and
bosonic degrees of freedom for our field configuration, which can be achieved by having
the κ-symmetry for a p ≥ 1 extended object with space–time supersymmetries. However,
this is not the whole story, we will come back to this point later on. Does our α(d) apply
to N ≥ 2 supergravity theories? If so, what does this imply? This would be the topic of
the next section.
5. On N ≥ 2 super extended objects and supergravity theories
By inspection, our α(d) for d > 1 also give the correct couplings in Type II D =
10 supergravity theories. This is also true whenever we have a coupling containing an
antisymmetric tensor as a singlet of the internal symmetry of any given D ≤ 9, N ≥ 2
supergravity multiplet. Careful inspection shows that this actually happens only for N = 2
supergravity theories. This is entirely consistent with the spin-content analysis, given in
[4], that we cannot go beyond spin 1 on the world-volume; therefore we cannot go beyond
Type II super extended objects. These results are quite unexpected. From our previous
discussions, the immediate conclusion we can draw is that the corresponding N = 2 super
p-brane actions, if they exist at all, must reduce to the bosonic p-brane actions (2.3) after we
set the fermionic fields and possible world-volume spin 1 fields to vanish. At the same time,
we break only half of the space–time supersymmetries. We may also jump to the conclusion
that there might exist supercovariant actions with N = 2 space–time supersymmetries for
all the aforementioned cases. This is possibly true for only Type II D = 10 p-branes
for p ≥ 0. We cannot have a supercovariant action with a world-volume vector field for
each of N = 2, D ≤ 9 cases, since now there is no equal on-shell matching of bosonic
and fermionic degrees of freedom, as discussed in [14]. Our results not only support the
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spin-content analysis but also provide a first step toward constructing the complete Type
II super p-brane actions for p > 1. But we still have quite a few unanswered questions
on those lower-dimensional supersymmetric soliton solutions obtained from dimensional
and double-dimensional reductions of higher-dimensional solutions. It is actually the main
topic of this section to understand the nature of all these solutions. The first question is
to know why our approach applies only to those aforementioned cases, and not to all the
soliton solutions classified in [9,14]. For concreteness, we take N = 2, D = 8 supergravity
[18] as an example. Its field content is
gMN , 2ψM , 6χ, AMNP , 3AMN , 6AM , 7φ, (5.1)
where spinors are pseudo-Majorana and the bosons are real. The automorphism group
of the superalgebra is SU(2). With respect to this SU(2), ψaµ (a = 1, 2) is a 2-spinor,
χai is a vector-spinor, A
i
µν is a triplet, and the vectors split into two triplets. Besides,
there is another internal-symmetry globalSL(3, R) × localSO(3), and the down and up
indices i are also in the representations 3 and 3¯ of global SL(3, R), respectively. The
seven scalars parametrize the coset SL(3, R)/SO(3) and transform as 5 + 1 + 1 under
the SU(2). All the supersymmetric solutions of Type IIA D = 10 supergravity, which are
independent of more than one spatial dimension, must also be those of the supergravity
defined above, since the latter can be obtained from the former by a dimensional reduction
on S1 × S1. As discussed in [9], any solution with the bosonic symmetry Pd × SO(D −
n) × (S1)n−d (D − 3 ≥ n ≥ d) and breaking half of the space–time supersymmetries
guarantees solutions with bosonic symmetries Pk × SO(D − l) × (S1)l−k with d ≥ k > 0
and n ≤ l ≤ D − 3 and also breaking half of the space–time supersymmetries. Therefore,
we should have six identical supersymmetric-particle solutions corresponding to six 1-form
potentials, three identical string solutions to three 2-form potentials, and one membrane
to one 3-form potential in the supermultiplet. We have the same number of solutions for
the dual object of each of the above cases. All these solutions break half of the space–time
supersymmetries and have the corresponding maximal bosonic symmetries: P1 × SO(7)
for superparticle, P2 × SO(6) for superstring, · · ·, and P5 × SO(3) for super 4-brane.
However, these solutions have no fundamental world-volume actions but gauge-fixed ones
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by dimensional and double-dimensional reductions of Type II D = 10 super p-branes. Each
of these solutions guarantees those with smaller bosonic symmetries, as described above.
Out of these solutions, our approach applies only to the membrane solutions since only
the 3-form is a singlet of the internal symmetry. Our α(d) for d = 3, D = 8 indeed gives
the correct coupling. Let us explain it in detail and take the 2-forms AiMN as examples.
We have three string solutions with the maximal bosonic symmetry P2 × SO(6), one of
which comes from a Type IIA D = 10 superstring by dimensional reduction on S1 × S1,
and the other two come from a Type IIA supermembrane by different routes. One route
is first to dimensionally reduce the D = 10 membrane to D = 9, then to D = 8 by double-
dimensional reduction. The other switches just the order of dimensional and double-
dimensional reductions. From the D = 10 point of view, a Type II string in D = 8
is either a string or a membrane in D = 10. Therefore, we should not expect to find
simultaneously all three strings preserving the maximal bosonic symmetry and breaking
just half of space–time supersymmetries: were it the case, we would find simultaneously a
Type IIA superstring and two Type IIA supermembranes in D = 10, but just breaking half
of the space–time supersymmetries. It is obviously impossible. So we can find at most two
strings at one time from D = 8, N = 2 supergravity. Inspecting the equations of motion
and the SUSY transformation rules, we indeed find the case. All these imply that if we
want to find string solutions breaking just half of the space–time supersymmetries, we must
pick a specific direction of the internal symmetry, i.e. break the internal symmetry down
to globalU(1)×globalSL(2, R)× localSO(2). This in turn implies that the D = 10 dilaton
field for the string solution is not a singlet of the internal symmetries of D = 8, N = 2
supergravity. Therefore, our approach does not apply to this kind of solutions since the
space–time metric gMN in a given dimension D is always a singlet of the internal symmetry
of a given supergravity theory∗. However, the membrane solution has nothing to do with
the internal symmetry, the D = 10 dilaton can now be identified with the D = 8 one, and
our approach works. Indeed, this is the general feature of our approach in all supergravity
∗ More precisely, our discussion in section 2 does not apply to this kind of solution, but our
approach may still do.
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theories, and explains why it always works, except for 2-form field strength in each of Type
I cases.
We conclude that our approach always gives the correct coupling if the corresponding
antisymmetric gauge potential is a singlet of the internal symmetry of a certain supergravity
theory and there exists either a fundamental or a gauge-fixed super p-brane action (p ≥ 1)
consistently coupled with this potential.
We now come to talk about superparticles. As discussed in the previous section, our
approach does not, in general, apply to these. However, one may notice already that our
α(d) does give the correct coupling for d = 1 in Type IIA D = 10 supergravity. The
determination of this α(1) is actually not through the superparticle, but its dual object, a
super 6-brane for which we have equal on-shell matching of bosonic and fermionic degrees of
freedom. Hence besides those conditions mentioned above for our approach, if there exists
a super p-brane with p ≥ 1 and the field strength of its antisymmetric background field is
dual to a 2-form, then the α associated with the 2-form is correctly determined and must be
with opposite sign to that of the p-brane. At the same time, we know that there exists also
a superparticle solution from the corresponding supergravity. By inspection, our α(d) for
d = 1 also give correct couplings for N = 2, D = 9 and N = 2, D = 5 supergravity theories.
This suggests that we might have N = 2 superparticles in these dimensions. By counting,
we do have equal on-shell matching of fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom for these
superparticles. Further investigations show that equal on-shell matching of bosonic and
fermionic degrees of freedom happens also for N = 2 superparticles in D = 3 and D = 2.
These superparticles, if they exist at all, must share all the properties of Type I super
p-branes. Therefore, we expect that they can be obtained from N = 2 superstrings by
double-dimensional reductions described in [16], and their world-volume actions are just
those given in [13] for p = 0.
We have one last thing to say in this section, i.e. that our above discussion does
not apply to self-dual cases, since we did not incorporate anything on self-dual properties.
Thus we should not expect that our α(d) gives the right couplings for those cases. As
we know, there exist only two cases, and only for Type II supergravity theories: one is
D = 10 Type IIB supergravity with a self-dual 5-form, the other is D = 6 pure Type IIB
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supergravity with a self-dual 3-form. The former one should correspond to a self-dual Type
IIB super 3-brane [5], and the latter to a self-dual Type IIB superstring [17]. The bosonic
sector of the self-dual Type IIB superstring should also be given by (2.3), but with an
additional self-dual relation for the 3-form. Our previous discussions tell that the bosonic
part of Type II super p-brane, after setting zero fermionic coordinates and world-volume
spin 1 field, is also given by (2.3). Therefore, the same situation as for the self-dual string
may apply to the self-dual Type IIB super 3-brane. It is very easy to get the answers. In
both cases, we should no longer use the action (2.11) because of the self-dual relations for
3-form and 5-form. However, the equations of motion derived for graviton and dilaton are
still valid. For the self-dual string, these equations should be identical, whether we use F3
or ∗F3. More precisely, the α should be the same for either F3 or
∗F3. This immediately
leads to α(3) = −α(3), i.e. α(3) = 0. The same applies to the 5-form, so α(5) = 0. Hence
for self-dual cases, α(d) = 0 even without referring to solutions. It is worth pointing out
that α(5) = 0 also fits into eq. (4.8). We do not know if there is a deep physical reason
behind this.
6. Space–time supersymmetry
Once the action (2.11) is determined, we can use it to find Reissner–Nordstro¨m-like
solutions. Since we know that the action (2.11) is part of the bosonic sector of some
supergravity action for each α, the charge = mass limit of the corresponding Reissner–
Nordstro¨m-like solution must be the supersymmetric configuration that solves both the
equations of motion and the supersymmetric transformation rules for vanishing gravitino
ψM and dilatino λ, of the corresponding supergravity theory. We will use this fact to
determine the supersymmetric transformation rules for vanishing ψM and λ. After doing
this, we have reached a stage in the supergravity action, which is good for studying almost
all the vacuum-like solutions of the supergravity theory that are related to the determined
couplings. The general Reissner–Nordstro¨m-like extended solutions of (2.11), in diverse
dimensions, have been given in [9] for the α(d) given by (4.9). Their charge = mass limits
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have also been given there; they are quoted as:
a =
d˜
2(D − 2)C, b = −
d
2(D − 2)C,
B01···d−1 = −eC , φ = α(d)
2
C,
(6.1)
and
e−C = 1 +
|Q|
d˜rd˜
, (6.2)
where D is the space–time dimension, a and b are defined by (4.3), and we have set C0 = 0
above. Since fermionic fields differ for different supergravity multiplets, and could be Dirac,
Majorana, Weyl or Majorana–Weyl, etc., the most general supersymmetric transformation
rule for a given spinor depends crucially on its kind. Hence we have to deal with each
supergravity multiplet separately. In what follows, we just give a familiar example, i.e.
the D = 10, N = 1 supergravity with 3-form field strength, to demonstrate the procedure.
For this supergravity, both gravitino and dilatino are Majorana–Weyl, but with opposite
chirality. The most general supersymmetric transformation rules for vanishing ψM and λ
are
δλ = ΓM∂Mφǫ+ g(φ)Γ
MNPFMNP ǫ = 0,
δψM = DM ǫ+ h(φ)(ΓM
NPQ − tδM NΓPQ)FNPQǫ = 0,
(6.3)
where we have dropped the overall factors and set the D = 10 gravitational constant
κ = 1; g(φ) and h(φ) are two as yet undetermined functions of the dilaton field, t is an
undetermined numerical constant, and ǫ is the D = 10 Majorana–Weyl spinoral parameter,
which satisfies
Γ11ǫ = Γ11, (6.4)
where Γ11 is defined as
Γ11 ≡ Γ0Γ1 · · ·Γ9, (6.5)
with flat indices 0, 1, · · · , 9. We first use the scaling arguments described in section 2 to
determine the functions g(φ) and h(φ). We expect that each of the equations in (6.3)
should scale homogeneously under the following scalings
gMN → λ1/2gMN ,
eφ → λ3/α(2)eφ,
BMN → λ2BMN ,
(6.6)
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which are obtained by setting D = 10, d = 2 from the general scalings (2.9) in section 2.
Since the α(d) is determined up to its square, however, we can always choose the sign for
the α(d) if the considered supergravity multiplet involves only one antisymmetric tensor
Fd+1. The reason is that we can always get the chosen sign for the α(d) by sending φ→ −φ
in the action (2.11). But for supergravity involving more than one antisymmetric tensor,
we must take care of the relative signs of those α’s. This will be the topic of the next
section. In what follows, we simply choose the positive sign, i.e. from (4.9), α(2) = 1. By
noting that ΓM → λ 14ΓM in (6.3), it is easy to know that g(φ) and h(φ) must scale as
g(φ)→ λ−3/2g(φ),
h(φ)→ λ−3/2h(φ).
(6.7)
Comparing with the scaling of eφ in (6.6), we have
g(φ) = g0e
−φ/2,
h(φ) = h0e
−φ/2,
(6.8)
where g0 and h0 are as yet two undetermined constants. We proceed by substituting (6.1)
for D = 10, d = 2 to (6.3). The results are
δλ =
1
2
Γm∂mC(1 + 2 · 3!g0Γ01)ǫ = 0,
δψµ = ∂µǫ− 3
16
Γn µ∂nC(1− 32
3
t · h0Γ01)ǫ = 0,
δψm = ∂mǫ− 2t · h0Γ01∂mC
+
1
16
∂nCΓ
n
m(1− 16 · 3!h0Γ01)ǫ = 0,
(6.9)
where all indices are world ones except for the flat 0, 1 in the Γ01. By (3.10) and (3.11),
as discussed in section 3 from the world-volume point of view, the supersymmetric config-
uration (6.1) must break half of the space–time supersymmetries. For the present case, it
is equivalent to saying
(1− Γ01)ǫ = 0, (6.10)
where indices 0 and 1 are flat, too. Combining (6.9) with (6.10), we have
g0 = − 1
12
, h0 =
1
96
, t = 9. (6.11)
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Inserting the above g0, h0 and t back into (6.3), the resulting transformation rules for
vanishing ψM and λ agree perfectly with their correspondents derived either by direct
construction or by dimensional reduction and truncation from D = 11 supergravity.
7. Cases involving many antisymmetric tensors
For a supergravity multiplet involving many antisymmetric tensors, we first determine
the action and supersymmetric transformation rules for each of the antisymmetric tensors
as described in the previous sections. Then, the action and supersymmetric transformation
rules involving many antisymmetric tensors are easily obtained: the single antisymmetric
tensor contribution in (2.11) and the corresponding supersymmetric transformation rules
are replaced by the contributions from all antisymmetric tensors. In this way, we have con-
structed a supergravity action, and its SUSY transformation rules, for vanishing fermionic
fields, up to such a stage that it is useful for almost all the vacuum-like solutions of the full
supergravity theory. However, we still have one unsolved problem, as mentioned earlier,
i.e. we do not know how to determine the relative signs of those α’s in both the action and
SUSY transformation rules. Actually, there exist only two such supermultiplets to which
our approach applies, and both of them live in D = 10: one is Type IIA supergravity, the
other Type IIB. We do not have any problem with the Type IIB one, since we have only
two α’s and one is zero. So we need to deal with the Type IIA one only. Up to relative
signs of the α’s, the determined Type IIA action and supersymmetric transformation rules
for vanishing gravitino ψM and dilatino λ are
I10(Type IIA) =
1
2κ2
∫
d10x
√−g
[
R− 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2 · 2!e
−α(1)φF 22
− 1
2 · 3!e
−α(2)φF 23 −
1
4!
e−α(3)φF 24
]
,
(7.1)
and
δλ = ΓMφΓ11ǫ− α(1)
4
e−α(1)/2ΓNPFNP ǫ
+
iα(2)
12
e
−α(2)
2 ΓNPQFNPQǫ
+
iα(3)
48
e−α(3)/2ΓNPQRFNPQRǫ,
(7.2)
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δψM = DMǫ+
1
64
e−α(1)/2(ΓM
NP − 14δM NΓP )FNPΓ11ǫ
+
1
96
e−α(2)/2(ΓM
NPQ − 9δM NΓPQ)FNPQΓ11ǫ
+
i
256
e−α(3)/2(ΓM
NPQR − 20
3
δM
NΓPQR)FNPQRǫ,
(7.3)
where, from (4.9),
α2(1) =
9
4
, α2(2) = 1, α2(3) =
1
4
, (7.4)
where ΓM are the D = 10 Dirac matrices, where the covariant derivative is given by
DM = ∂M +
1
4
ωMABΓ
AB , (7.5)
with ωMAB the Lorentz spin connection, where
ΓN1N2···Nn = Γ[N1ΓN2 · · ·ΓNn] (7.6)
and where
Γ11 = iΓ0Γ1 · · ·Γ9, (7.7)
with flat indices 0, 1, · · · , 9. It seems that our approach does not provide a way to determine
the relative signs of the α’s in (7.4). Here we appeal to string quantum-loop arguments.
We know that this supergravity is the field theory limit of Type IIA superstring. If we write
the action (7.1) in string σ-model variables, each term in the action should correspond to
a positive or at least a tree-level string quantum loop, because we have a good superstring
quantum theory. Since the overall sign for those α’s is not important classically, for
simplicity, we choose α(2) = 1 from α2(2) = 1. Writing the action (7.1) in string σ-model
variables, i.e. from (2.10) and (4.9) for d = 2, D = 10,
GMN = e
φ/2gMN , (7.8)
we have
I10(Type IIA) =
1
2κ2
∫
d10x
√−Ge−2φ
[
R+ 4(∂φ)2 − 1
2 · 2!e
1−2α(1)
2 φF 22
− 1
2 · 3!F
2
3 −
1
4!
e
3−2α(3)
2 φF 24
]
,
(7.9)
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where we can read the string loop-counting parameter as eφ. Hence both 1− 2α(1)/4
and 3− 2α(3)/4 must be integers ≥ 0. From (7.4), this is only possible for α(1) = −3/2
and α(3) = −1/2. Inserting those α’s back into (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3), we get almost
the same as those obtained by dimensional reduction from D = 11 supergravity with
vanishing fermionic fields. Our approach does not fix the WZ term and those modified
terms in F2, F3 and F4 in the Type IIA bosonic action, since they vanish for our static
configurations.
8. A prediction of D = 9, N = 2 supergravity
The D = 9, N = 2 supergravity has field content
gMN , 2ψM , AMNP , 2BMN , 3AM , 4χ, 3φ. (8.1)
The three scalars parametrize the coset GL(2, R)/SO(2). The spinors are pseudo-
Majorana. This theory has not been written down so far because it is tedious, even though
trivial, to obtain by dimensional reduction from D = 11 supergravity. Since the 3-form
potential AMNP is a singlet of internal symmetry GL(2, R)× SO(2), and the correspond-
ing supermembrane action must be the gauge-fixed one of the D = 11 supermembrane, we
should be able to determine, by our approach, the corresponding coupling and supersym-
metric transformation rules for vanishing fermionic fields. From our formulae (4.9) and
(2.11), the coupling should be
I9(N = 2) =
1
2κ2
∫
d9x
√−g
[
R− 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2 · 3!e
− 2√
7
φ
F 24
]
, (8.2)
where F4 = dA3. The determined SUSY transformation rules for vanishing fermionic fields
and bosonic fields other than those in (8.2) are
δχi = ΓiΓ
M∂Mφǫ+
1
4! · √7e
−
φ√
7ΓiΓ
NPQRFNPQRǫ,
δψM = DM ǫ− 1
224
e
−
φ√
7
(
ΓM
NPQR − 16
3
δM
NΓPQR
)
FNPQRǫ,
(8.3)
where M = 0, 1, · · · , 8 and i = 1, 2 are SO(2) vector indices, where DM is given by
DM = ∂M +
1
4
ωMABΓ
AB , (8.4)
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with ω the Lorentz spin connection, and where Γi and ΓA are given by
Γi = 1× σi, ΓA = γA × σ3, (8.5)
with γA the D = 9 Dirac matrices and σ1, σ2 and σ3 the Pauli matrices. These transfor-
mation rules are derived along the same line as described in section 6. In what follows,
we will perform a dimensional reduction on the action of D = 11 supergravity on two tori
S1 × S1 to confirm the coupling in (8.2), but we will not touch the SUSY transformation
rules in eq. (8.3) and leave them as a prediction.
In order to have
√−g11R11 =
√−g9R9 + · · · , (8.6)
the relation between the D = 11 metric g11 and the D = 9 canonical metric g9 has to be
g11 =

ϕ
− 27 g9
ϕ
ϕ

 , (8.7)
where R11 and R9 are D = 11 and D = 9 Ricci scalars, respectively, and the ϕ is essentially
the dilaton in (8.2). Using (8.7), the precise relation of (8.6) is
√−g11R11 =
√−g11
[
R9 − 9
2 · 7
(
∂ϕ
ϕ
)2]
. (8.8)
In order to compare (8.8) with (8.2), we have to take the kinetic term of the dilaton field
with standard normalization factor 1/2, which is achieved by setting
ϕ = e−
√
7
3 φ. (8.9)
By using (8.7) and (8.9), it is easy to show that
√−g11F 24 (11)→ e−
2√
7
φ√−g9F 24 (9), (8.10)
where F 24 (11) is the square of the rank-4 antisymmetric tensor of D = 11 supergravity,
and F 24 (9) is the correspondence of D = 9, N = 2 supergravity. It is easy to see that our
prediction of the coupling in (8.2) is confirmed.
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9. Conclusion
We have made it clear when and why the dilaton–antisymmetric tensor couplings in
the supergravity theories can be determined by our approach. The most important feature
of this approach is the equal on-shell matching of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom,
which implies supersymmetries both on space–time and on world-volume through the so-
called κ-symmetry. Therefore, we should not be so surprised by the determined couplings
since they are determined in supergravity theories by supersymmetry, too. Our results
indicate also that there might exist fundamental Type II p-branes. The known actions
of the Type I super p-branes may provide a starting point toward constructing those of
the recently classified Type II p-branes [9,14]. This paper provides just a primary step to
spell out supergravity theories in the sense that we have considered only the simplest field
configurations. We expect more, if sophisticated supersymmetric field configurations are
considered. In turn, we may also benefit from this for understanding the Type II p-branes
better.
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